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Mechanism for thermoelectric figure-of-merit enhancement in regimented
quantum dot superlattices

Alexander A. Balandina) and Olga L. Lazarenkova
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~Received 9 September 2002; accepted 27 November 2002!

We propose a mechanism for enhancement of the thermoelectric figure-of-merit in regimented
quantum dot superlattices. A proof-of-concept calculation has been carried out forp-type regimented
superlattice of Ge dots on Si. It is shown that when conditions for miniband formations are satisfied,
carrier transport in such structures can be tuned in a favorable way leading to large carrier mobility,
Seebeck coefficient, and, as a result, to the thermoelectric figure-of-merit enhancement. To
maximize the improvement, one has to tune the parameters of quantum dot superlattice in such a
way that electrical current is mostly through the well-separated minibands of relatively large width
~at least severalkBT, wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant andT is temperature!. © 2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1539905#
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Quantum dot superlattices~QDS!, e.g., multiple arrays
of quantum dots, have recently been proposed for ther
electric applications.1–3 It was suggested that improveme
in such structures should come from the decreased la
thermal conductivity due to additional acoustic phonon sc
tering and quantum confinement ofcarriers. At the same
time, a simplistic scenario of the process when carriers
confined inside the dots and electrical conduction is due
carrier hopping between the dots does not lead to impro
ment in thermoelectric properties. Indeed, hopping cond
tivity is characterized by very low mobility.4 It is also un-
likely that above-the-barrier transport due to therm
excitation or applied bias would significantly contribute
the current for any realistic thermoelectric device. The s
ations when the main current contribution comes from c
rier transport through wetting layers fall to another categ
since in this case the structure is closer to conventional m
tiple quantum well~QW! structures which have been studie
in detail.5–7 Thus, in order to achieve improvement of the
moelectric properties in QDS beyond those offered by Q
one should not rely only on thermal conductivity decrea
but also envision new ways for optimizing the carrier tran
port. In this letter we argue that in order to achieve ‘‘electr
transmitting-phonon blocking’’ regime one can use re
mented QDS where carrier transport is facilitated by mi
band formation.

In the following we consider three-dimensionally~3D!
regimented QDS with strong coupling among the dots. Q
with 3D regimentation has already been reported.8 Strong
coupling and regimentation lead to formation of 3D extend
minibands instead of localized quantum dot states.9 Such en-
ergy spectrum modification is expected to take place p
vided that the dot size is homogeneous and the dots are
talline with low surface defect concentration. Formation
extended electron states and minibands have also alr
been observed in self-assembled multiple quantum
arrays.4,10 Our model predictions will be made under simp
fying assumption of perfect regimentation of quantum d
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in QDS. At the same time, our results can be extended
realistic QDS with some degree of disorder as long as
miniband width is larger than the total inhomogeneo
broadening. A recent theoretical study based on a solutio
the Daniel–Duke equation11 for disordered QDS has show
that even large configurational disorder~about 1/8th of QD
size! can be neglected, while morphological disorder leads
broadening of conductance peaks but does not comple
destroy the minibands.

We calculate electron spectrum of QDS in the envelo
wave function approximation applied to a potential barr
profile of choice. The Schro¨dinger equation is written as:

F2
\2

2
¹r

1

m*
¹r1V~r !Gw~r !5Ew~r !, ~1!

where\ is Planck’s constant, 1/m* is the reciprocal effective
mass tensor,E is the electron energy, and the confining p
tential profile V(r ) corresponds to an infinite sequence
quantum dots of sizeLx , Ly , andLz separated by the barri
ers of thicknessHx , Hy , andHz . The profileV(r ) is set to
zero in the barrier region, while inside quantum dot it
equal to the band offset. The effect of strain is taken in
account by changing the value of the corresponding b
offset. We solve this equation both using the finite differen
method~FDM!12 and using a semianalytical approach to c
culate electron dispersion in QDS with a model confini
potential that allows for electron wave function separatio9

The good agreement of the results for the below-the-bar
states12 validates further use of the simplified model for ele
tron dispersion in carrier transport calculations.

As an example material system we consider Ge quan
dots grown on Si. Although state-of-the-art Ge/Si QDS a
characterized only by partial regimentation, continuo
progress in MBE will likely lead to synthesis of 3D reg
mented QDS similar to those in Ref. 8. We restrict our ana
sis to heavy holes in Ge/Si QDS. This is done for two re
sons. First, most of the band-gap discontinuity between
and Ge goes to the valence band. Second, we can use
single-valley effective mass approximation since a single
tential energy maximum in the valence band is located inG
point. In addition, our proof-of-concept calculations are
il:
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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cilitated by the fact that the light-hole subband in co
pressed Ge is well separated from the heavy-hole subb
and have much smaller effective mass, e.g., larger quan
confinement energies. The spin-orbit splitoff subband in
is omitted from consideration since even in relaxed bulk m
terial it is separated from the heavy-hole subband w
E(G7v)52290 meV energy gap and the minibands eman
ing from this subband do not contribute significantly to t
mostly below-the-barrier miniband transport.

Figure 1 shows heavy-hole dispersion in Ge/Si Q
along ~@111#! quasicrystallographic direction. Double brac
ets for the wave vector notation are introduced to distingu
direction in QDS from crystallographic directions. One c
see the transformation of discrete levels of isolated quan
dots to minibands in 3D regimented quantum dot arra
Similar to bulk crystals, the energy in QDS has the full sy
metry of the reciprocal lattice. For example, the second m
band in Fig. 1, corresponding to the wave functions with o
node per period in~@100#! or ~@010#! quasicrystallographic
direction and no nodes in other directions, is double deg
erate inG andL points of the quasi-Brillouin zone. Far from
the points of high symmetry in the center of QBZ and at
boundaries degeneracy due to wave function symmetry
be lifted. The width of minibands rapidly increases wi
shrinking of distance between quantum dots as we discu
in Ref. 9 and may be up to tens meV. The existence of
minibands means that holes can ‘‘nearly freely’’ move ov
the whole QDS structure instead of being confined in se
rate quantum dots. Their group velocity components stron
depend both on the miniband number and wave vector.
interesting to note that in an ideal QDS, it is possible
achieve a very high carrier velocity~on the same order o
magnitude as the thermal velocity in the host material!. This
fact is explained by the small size of the quasi-Brillouin zo
in QDS as compared to the Brillouin zone in bulk crystal

One can also notice from Fig. 1 that one-phonon assis
interminiband transitions can be suppressed for the con
ered structure. The latter is due to the formation of a co

FIG. 1. Heavy-hole dispersion in tetragonal Ge/Si quantum dot superla
with the following parameters:Lx5Ly55 nm, Lz52.5 nm, Hx5Hy

52.5 nm, andHz51.25 nm along~@111#! quasicrystallographic direction
The depth of potential well isV5450 meV. The energy in units of eV is
counted from the position of the potential barrier.
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plete minigap that depends on the width of the neigh
minibands inevery direction. It follows from our calcula-
tions, that the separation between the first two minibands
given structure parameters is on the order of;80 meV. Note
that the maximum width of the first miniband in tetragon
QDS is along~@111#! direction, while that of the second
miniband is along~@100#! and ~@010#! quasicrystallographic
directions. This minigap is larger than the energy of opti
phonons in Si~64.3 meV! and Ge~37.2 meV!. In order to
further facilitate miniband transport, the width of the fir
minibands can be tuned up to 4kBT by decreasing the QDS
features size along chosen direction.

Based on the calculated carrier dispersion in QDS o
can investigate the thermoelectric characteristics of
structure. The thermoelectric figure-of-merit is given as

ZT5
a2sT

k
, ~2!

wherea is the Seebeck coefficient,s is the electrical con-
ductivity, and k5ke1kL is thermal conductivity that in-
cludes electronic,ke , and phonon,kL contributions. We cal-
culated all transport integrals necessary for evaluatingZT
~Ref. 13! in constant relaxation time approximation5 using
semianalytical solution of Eq.~1! given in Ref. 9.

Figures 2~a! and 2~b! shows electrical conductivity and
Seebeck coefficienta of QDS. The required transport coe
ficients were obtained by summation over all contributi
minibands at the given temperature. The nonlinear beha
seen in Fig. 2~a! is explained by different number of mini
bands contributing to electric current as the Fermi levelEF

shifts up in energy. The conductivity attains its minimu
when EF is in the gap between minibands. Since contrib
tions of many minibands with different density of states a
taken into account its position is not exactly in the middle
the gap. When carriers occupy about a half of the allow
states in miniband they can move nearly freely within th
miniband over the whole QDS. This corresponds to quas
etallic conductivity of QDS characterized by rather lar
magnitude. It is known for bulk materials thata can be zero
when electron and hole contributions exactly compens
each other. In the case of miniband transporta50 when the
contribution from carriers in the states with positive disp
sion slope equal to that from the states with negative slo
Since one can switch the sign of Seebeck coefficient by sh
ing EF , the QDS structure with thep-type doping but differ-
ent doping density can be used for both legs of the therm
electric device. One can also note that whenEF is far below
the first miniband edge the QDS behavior is bulk-like.

The room temperatureZT as a function of the Ferm
energy is plotted in Fig. 3. The curves showZT for p-type
Ge/Si QDS, which is normalized to the bulk SiZT ~see inset
in Fig. 3! calculated using the same model and relaxat
time value of 10212 s. The lower curve is obtained unde
assumption that the phonon thermal conductivity of QDS
constant and equal to the bulk value in SikL

5156 W m21 K21. The upper curve is obtained under a
sumption thatkL in QDS is decreased due to addition
boundary scattering. Its value ofkL515 W m21 K21 was
estimated from Ref. 3, where it has been calculated for si
lar Ge/Si QDS. For this estimation we used the volume fr

ce
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tion of Ge quantum dots in Si host to bed50.364. As one
can see there is a relatively large region of Fermi energ
whereZT of QDS is one or two orders of magnitude larg
than that of bulk Si. For comparison, the typical report
bulk Si ZT is 0.05 at 300 K.14 Experimental value of bulk S
ZT at 323 K was found to be 0.01.15 Abrikosov et al.16 gave
p-type Si0.95Ge0.05 ZT at 300 K as 0.06. Since accurate me
surements ofk in QDS have not been carried out yet, at th
moment it is not possible to select between the two cur
shown in Fig. 3. A more rigorous theoretical treatment ok
would require finding acoustic phonon dispersion in su
structures similar to those reported for quantum wells a
nanowires.17,18

In conclusion, we proposed a structure and describe
mechanism that can lead to significantZT enhancement in
regimented QDS. It has also been shown that by approp
selection of Fermi level position one can switch a sign of
thermoelectric power in QDS. The predictedZT enhance-

FIG. 2. ~a! Electric conductivity at room temperature ofp-type simple cubic
regimented Ge/Si quantum dot superlattice as a function of Fermi en
The structure is characterized by the following parameters:L52.5 nm, H
51.0 nm, Ve50.45 eV, mW* 50.28m0 , and mB* 50.49m0 . The depth of
potential well isV5450 meV;~b! room temperature Seebeck coefficient f
the quantum dot superlattice with the same parameters and bulk ma
~dashed line! as a function of Fermi energy. Vertical dot-dashed lines in b
figures indicate miniband boundaries.
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ment together with an additional benefit of using the sa
type of QDS for both legs of thermoelectric device mak
such structures very attractive as perspective materials
thermoelectric applications.
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FIG. 3. Room temperature thermoelectric figure-of-meritZT for p-type
Ge/Si quantum dot superlattice normalized to the bulk Si value vs Fe
energy. Note an order of magnitudeZT increase in a wide range of QDS
parameters over bulk silicon value. QDS parameters are the same as in
2. Solid line corresponds tokL515 W m21 K21, while dashed line corre-
sponds bulk Si value ofkL5156 W m21 K21. The inset showsZT for the
bulk Si vs Fermi energy.
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